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House State Government Committee 

Mail-in and Absentee Voting 

March 18, 2021 

Comments of Thad Hall, Mercer County Elections Director 

Mail-in Voting in Context 

Change in Election Administration Dynamics: In Mercer County in the 2020 general election, 

26% of voters cast a ballot by mail.  These voters either mailed in their ballots, turned in their 

ballots in person, or came to our offices and voted in-person mail-in.  In one year, counties 

across the Commonwealth went from running one election—on election day with minimal 

absentee voting—to running three elections: (1) an election day election, (2) a mail-in election, 

and (3) an in-person mail-in election.  The staffing requirements for election offices changed 

dramatically, with more forms to process, more elections staff needed for both processing 

these forms and the returned ballots, more staff needed to facilitate in-person mail-in voting, 

and more staff for canvassing mail-in ballots. The mail-in voting also changed the provisional 

voting dynamic on election day and Pennsylvania Law does not give counties flexibility for 

staffing election precincts to account for how elections have changed. 

It is also critical to remember that most of the work for the election flowed through a system 

that was built in the last 1990s/early 2000s (SURE) and not designed for the task.   

“In-Person Absentee Voting”:  Pennsylvania is one of 20 states that allows in-person absentee 

voting (primarily using the mail-in request form).  Voters can vote in-person at the County 

Courthouse or other designated locations prior to election day and must follow the absentee 

voting process. The ballots are counted with all other mail-in ballots.  In-person absentee 

voting is not early voting; in early voting, individuals typically check in to vote by showing 

identification and then cast a ballot as they would on election day. 

Mail-in Voting in PA 

The 2020 election cycle was the first one in Pennsylvania with no-excuse mail-in voting. Not 

surprisingly, this made for a difficult election season for voters and election officials alike. There 

are several important issues regarding mail-in voting that the legislature should be aware of.  

Deadlines and Timelines 

There is a lack of uniformity in some dates and an overlapping of processes in certain areas that 

makes mail-in voting complicated. Consider the following examples: 

Mailing Out Ballots:  Pennsylvania law on the mailing out of absentee ballots and mail-in ballots 

requires counties to mail out ballots as soon as a ballot is certified and available.  Counties had 

ballots become available at different times based on when counties were able to get their 
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ballot programming finalized and then conduct logic and accuracy testing.  Having a uniform 

date for mailing out ballots would allow for better messaging to voters and provide everyone 

statewide with a common experience.  In the States where all voters receive a ballot by mail, 

ballots are mailed out between 27 and 18 days before the election. The later date (27 days 

before the election) provides a one-month window for ballots to be mailed out and returned. 

Ballot Request Deadlines:  The last day to request a mail-in ballot is one-week prior to election 

day.  This deadline is too late for a County process the request and then mail a ballot to a voter 

with any assurance that the voter will receive the ballot.  This deadline also interferes with our 

efforts to finalize our poll books.  Having the request deadline occur at the same time as the 

voter registration deadline would ensure that voters can receive a requested ballot and election 

officials can have time to finalize poll books.  [If counties could use electronic pollbooks this 

deadline would be less of an issue. Unfortunately, the requirements in statute for polling place 

operations make e-pollbooks almost impossible to implement.] 

Overlapping Ballot Mailing and Registration Deadlines: In Pennsylvania, we send out mail-in 

ballots before the voter registration deadline.  For primary elections, this means that a voter 

can change their party affiliation after a county has mailed them a ballot.  The County then 

must cancel out the originally mailed ballot and mail the voter a new ballot for their new party.  

For the primary elections, the deadline for a person to change their party affiliation should be 

before the first day counties can mail out ballots to voters. 

Conflicts with Third-Party Filing and Challenge Deadlines: In the 2020 election, our ability to 

mail out ballots was hindered by the challenge to the Green Party’s presidential election 

candidates.  The filing deadline for third-party and independent candidates (August 1) was set 

in a Consent Decree from 1984; determining how this date can be moved into July or June 

would be most helpful.   

Canvassing 

The current pre-canvass period for mail-in ballots does not serve the voters or election officials 

well. Mercer County did not examine mail-in ballots until the day after the election because 

election day requires 100% focus on serving our voters who come to the polls to vote.  In most 

small- to mid-sized counties, pre-canvassing on election day requires diverting key resources 

from polling place operations.  Most states that have any volume of mail-in voting allow for 

mail-in ballots to be processed one to two weeks prior to the election. Conducting pre-

canvassing a week prior also ensures that the review of ballots is not rushed.  

One key security measure to consider is requiring any mail-in ballot tabulation to be live-

streamed.  This ensures that there is public oversight over process.   
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Logic and Accuracy Testing 

Current law does not require counties to conduct logic and accuracy testing of the tabulation 

equipment used to count mail-in ballots prior to mailing out ballots.  The law should be updated 

to address this issue.   

Returning Ballots  

Many older citizens or individuals with disabilities cannot return their own ballot and ask a 

relative or caregiver to return the ballot for them.  The process for returning someone else’s 

ballot to the election office is currently cumbersome and should be streamlined for people with 

special needs. Most offices had many angry encounters with the children of older parents over 

this issue. 

In-Person Mail-in Voting 

The current process for in-person mail-in voting is quite cumbersome.  Individuals complete the 

same application for a mail-in ballot that they would if they were receiving a ballot in the mail. 

The current SURE system is not designed to process in-person voters—the updated system will 

be much better in this regard—and this created lines for in-person mail-in voting.   

As with regular mail-in voting, there are no uniform dates for in-person mail-in voting across 

the state.  There are also not uniform rules for handling the last day to vote in-person.  

Although there is a deadline for applying for an application, the law is silent on how to handle a 

person who has requested a mail-in ballot prior to the deadline but then comes in to vote in-

person after the deadline.  Without uniform dates for in-person mail-in voting, people were 

also confused as to when they could vote in our office. 

Staffing in-person mail-in voting is a major cost for counties.  For the period we were 

conducting mail-in voting, I needed to have four to five additional staff just to process the in-

person mail-in voting traffic.  I only had two additional staff and they mainly handled the line 

and gave out applications.  This meant my professional staff was tied up processing in-person 

early voters and had to work 4- to 8-hours of overtime throughout this period.   

Drop Boxes and Satellite Locations 

Mercer County did not use drop boxes or satellite locations for mail-in voting (for ballot drop 

off or in-person mail-in voting).  One reason we did not was because the law was quite murky in 

this area.  Having clear rules for drop boxes and satellite locations—a legal framework that then 

allows for the Department of State to provide guidance—would benefit all counties.   

Permanent Mail-in and Absentee Voters 

Counties are currently required to conduct annual mailings to voters who requested to be 

permanent mail-in voters.  These mailings are very costly and time consuming; each form that is 

returned must be processed and counties have been forced to have staff work overtime to 

address the volume of forms returned.  Conducting these mailings annually will be very costly 
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for counties.  It would be more appropriate for permanent to mean permanent—when you are 

on the list, we mail you a ballot for every election in which you are eligible—or to at least mean 

permanent for a two-year or four-year election cycle.   

There were clearly individuals in 2020 who checked the box to be permanent mail-in voters 

who did not want to be on the permanent list.  We have had 951 individuals out of 14,000 

cancel their permanent status. Now that people have been given the opportunity to cancel 

their permanent status, if we could make the remaining voters permanent—or do so after a 

final mailing in 2022—it would make planning for elections much easier moving forward. 

Addressing Third-Party Mailings 

Pennsylvania’s battleground state status meant that voters were inundated with information 

from third parties about mail-in voting. This added to voter confusion about the process. It was 

particularly problematic when organizations mimicked mailings from the State or from Counties 

that provided voters with false information.  Voters were told that they had not requested mail-

in ballots when they had and were told they would not be receiving a mail-in ballot unless they 

returned a form when they had already received confirmations from the State that their mail-in 

ballot request had been received. 

Organizations have a First Amendment right to contact voters about political matters.  What 

would be helpful is a Pennsylvania legal requirement that any mailing from a third party group 

state clearly—both on the outer envelope and on the header of all documents mailed (in a 12 

point or larger font)—that “THIS MAILING IS NOT FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF 

PENNSYLVANIA OR FROM YOUR COUNTY ELECTIONS OFFICE. THIS IS NOT OFFICIAL ELECTION 

MAIL.” 

Signature Verification 

One way in which mail-in ballots can be checked for veracity is through signature verification.  It 

is important to remember that signature verification is an art and that it can only be conducted 

effectively by people who have been trained.  Washington State and Arizona both have 

comprehensive laws regarding signature verification, which includes a requirement that no 

individual in an election office can conduct signature verification unless they have been trained 

by a certified signature expert. This training is critical because signature verification is difficult, 

and many residents have been registered for a very long time.  There is a married couple in 

Mercer County who registered to vote in 1951. I am confident their signatures are slightly 

different now compared to then. 

The SURE System 

Pennsylvania’s SURE system was not designed to support the volume of mail-in voting that 

occurred in 2020.  The new system should have more robust processes to support mail-in 

voting.  The company building the new SURE system also built Arizona’s system, which I have 

used.  Attached is a memo I provided to the State regarding the issues our County had with 
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SURE in the 2020 general election. Many of these issues should be addressed with the new 

system. 

 



MEMORANDUM 
 

9 December 2020 

To:  Jonathan Marks 

From:  Mercer County Elections 

Subject: Lessons from 2020 General Election Related to the SURE System 

 

As the Commonwealth considers making improvements to the SURE system or developing a new one, 

we want to bring to your attention several items that were problematic with SURE during the 2020 

election. These are not intended as criticisms but are provided with the goal of improving the election 

process for all citizens. 

Mail-In Ballot Applications 
The following are issues that should be addressed with the mail-in ballot application process. 

• Voters should not be able to submit a duplicate application.  Once an individual submits for a 

mail-in ballot, the system should not let the voter submit a duplicate application. There are 

reasons why a person would update their application—they realize they will be in Florida and 

not home—but the system should tell the voter that their initial application will be deleted if 

they submit a new application. This warning should be required on all paper forms as well. 

• Voters should not be able to enter their mailing address into the application. SURE should pull 

a person’s mailing address from their voter registration for mailing. The system should allow a 

mailing address only if the voter specifically needs one because they will be away from home.   

• Voters should be told if their key identification used for matching is incorrect.  People should 

not be able to complete a form if their DOB does not match their registration record.  Also, if 

SURE cannot match up a voter’s SSN or DL number on file with their registration with the 

information on the application, the voter should be informed of the problem immediately. 

• Individuals who are not registered to vote should not be able to apply for a mail-in ballot. If a 

voter is not registered to vote in a County—if the application has not been processed—the voter 

should not be able to request a mail-in ballot. 

• On both the paper and electronic request form, the “permanent” status component needs to 

be made clearer.  One major issue centered on people being permanent and not realizing 

checking the box was getting them a ballot in November. 

• Counties need some control over the notification emails and letters.  We had two issues with 

notifications.  First, the duplicate application email confused people because it said “declined”. 

It should either say explicitly that the voter submitted a duplicate application, or nothing should 

be sent to the voter unless we update their mailing address, which actually is what would be 

important for the voter to know.  Second, the message about your application has been 

processed and your ballot is on its way shortly was very problematic.  The message needs to say 

that “your application has been processed and your ballot will be sent 30 days prior to the 

election”.  (NOTE – We need a uniform date Statewide for mailing ballots).   



• The mail-in application forms needs to state quite clearly that election mail is not 

forwardable. We had quite a few people who ran into problems because they thought their 

mail-in ballot would be forwarded with the rest of their mail. 

• Individuals who were registered to vote in one County and had a valid mail-in application in 

that County should have their entire file—including the mail-in application—transfer to a new 

County without requiring any additional processing of the mail-in application by the County 

receiving the voter. We had numerous instances where voters transferred into our County and 

their mail-in status either dropped or went into our system on the date they applied for a mail-

in ballot in the other County! So a voter who transferred September 30 but requested a mail-in 

ballot February 1 went into our work queue for September 30 for their registration but February 

1 for our mail-in applications.  This was confusing and problematic. 

• Processing in-person mail-in voters needs to be streamlined.  If the key is to match on SSN, 

DOB, and DL numbers, in addition to the voter’s name, we should be able to make the form for 

in-person voting easier.  There is a need for a better form.  Also, the process of printing labels 

for these voters should be simplified so it can be done on a Dymo label printer.   

• SURE should make it where the voter’s electronic mail-in application can be seen side-by-side 

with the voter’s registration information. We have to be able to see a voter’s information side-

by-side to check for mailing addresses and other information.   

• Do not include the +4 zip code information on the application.  We cannot put this information 

in their registration home address, and it caused complications for some individuals, especially 

those who completed the form on their phones. 

• The labels for the batches—a “processed” v. “previewed”—was confusing.  It needs to be clear 

in the SURE batching whether there are any applications remaining to be processed.  If all of the 

application have been processed, it should say “completed” or something specific indicating all 

items are complete. 


